We prove the boundedness of Bergman-type operators on mixed norm spaces L p;q .'/ for 0 < q < 1 and 0 < p ≤ ∞ of functions on the unit ball of C n with an application to Gleason's problem.
Introduction
Let B denote the open unit ball of the complex vector space C n , v be the Lebesgue measure on C n normalized so that v.B/ = 1, and let ¦ be the surface measure on the boundary @ B of B. A positive continuous function ' on [0; 1/ is normal (see [4] ) if there exist positive numbers a < b and 0 ≤ r 0 < 1 such that: (1) '.r / .1 − r / a is nonincreasing for r 0 ≤ r < 1 and lim r→1 − '.r / .1 − r / a = 0; (2) '.r / .1 − r / b is nondecreasing for r 0 ≤ r < 1 and lim For a positive continuous function ' on [0; 1/ and 0 < p; q ≤ ∞, let L p;q .'/ denote the usual space of measurable functions f on B with f p;q;' < ∞, where
Suppose s ∈ R and t > 0 (here and afterward in this note). The Bergman-type operator P s;t on L p;q .'/ is given by
where c n;t = 0.n + t/=.0.t/0.n + 1// and z; w = n i=1 z i w i for z = .z 1 ; : : : ; z n /, w = .w 1 ; : : : ; w n /.
The boundedness of Bergman-type operators P s;t on mixed norm spaces L p;q .'/ has been studied extensively; see, for example, [3, 4] and references cited therein. Ren and Shi showed in [4] , that if t > b > a > −s, then P s;t is a bounded operator on L p;q .'/ for 1 ≤ p; q ≤ ∞. Liu proved the case for 0 < p < 1, 1 < q < ∞ in [3] . The only unsolved case is for 0 < q < 1. Since both the results in [4] and in [3] rely on Hölder's inequality for 1 ≤ q < ∞ (see [4, Lemma 2.1] and [3, Lemma 3] ), the idea used there cannot deal with the case 0 < q < 1. In this note, by using an inequality due to Beatrous and Burbea [1] , we prove that P s;t is bounded on L p;q .'/ for 0 < q < 1 and 0 < p ≤ ∞. 
In this note, C denotes a constant independent of functions. Such a C may differ at different occurrences.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
To prove Theorem 1.1 we need the following lemmas. [3] A note on the boundedness of Bergman-type operators on mixed norm spaces 397
The proof of Lemma 2.1 follows ideas of Hardy and Littlewood [2] . For the completeness of the paper we prove it below.
PROOF. For 0 ≤ ² < 1 and þ ≥ 0, the function f .r /=.1 − ²r / þ is increasing with respect to r ∈ [0; 1/. We only need to prove the following fact: for an increasing function g : [0; 1/ → [0; ∞/, Þ > 0 and 0
In fact, let r k = 1 − 2 −k . Using the monotonicity of g and since 0 < p ≤ 1, we have
This proves Lemma 2.1.
LEMMA 2.3. Let ' be a normal function with characteristic exponents a ' and b ' 
Using definitions of a ' and b ' , the proof of Lemma 2.3 follows that of [ 
Integrating on @ B with respect to , together with the formula in [5, Section 1.4.10], yield
Lemma 2.5 is proved. 
where we used the change of variables r p = ² and the inequality ' p .r 1= p / ≤ C'.r /. In fact, since ' is normal, there exists b > 0 and 0 ≤ r 0 < 1 such that '.r /=.1 − r / b is nondecreasing for r 0 ≤ r < 1. So r 1= p ≤ r implies that
Case 2. 0 < q < 1, q < p < ∞. Let Q := p=q and 1=Q + 1=Q = 1. We select positive numbers b 1 ; b 2 ; b 3 and b 4 such that
For example, for a sufficiently small number " > 0, we may take
and
By Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5 and Hölder's inequality, we get Let .r / = .1 − r / þ ='.r /,
Then .r /=.1 − r / a = .1 − r / b0 ='.r / is nonincreasing for r 0 ≤ r < 1 and
.r /=.1 − r / b = .1 − r / a0 ='.r / is nondecreasing for r 0 ≤ r < 1 and
Therefore .r / is a normal function.
From Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, we obtain
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Finally we finish this note by stating a result on an application of Theorem 1.1 to Gleason's problem. Define H p;q .'/ to be the space of holomorphic functions on B belonging to L p;q .'/. Gleason's problem on H p;q .'/ has been solved for the case 1 ≤ q < ∞, 0 < p < ∞ (see, for example, [3] and [4] ). The only unsolved case is 0 < q < 1, 0 < p < ∞. As an application of Theorem 1.1, we solve Gleason's problem on H p;q .'/ for 0 < q < 1 and 0 < p ≤ ∞. The proof of Theorem 2.6 is similar to that of Theorem B in [3] and so is omitted.
